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ABSTRACT The purpose of this paper is to clarify the relationship between cer-
tain "equivalent circuits" and the fundamental flux equations of Nernst and
Planck. It is shown that as a direct algebraic consequence of these equations
one may construct two types of equivalent circuits for a homogeneous (charged
or uncharged) membrane. The one, which we term the "pure electrical equiva-
lent circuit," correctly predicts all of the electrical properties of the membrane
for both steady and transient states. The other, which we call the "mixed
equivalent circuit," predicts the steady state I, I characteristics of the membrane
and the steady state ionic fluxes; it is not applicable to non-steady state proper-
ties or measurements. We emphasize that with regard to the portrayal of the
physical basis of the properties of a homogeneous membrane, the mixed equiva-
lent circuit can be misleading. This is particularly significant because this same
circuit can also be used to depict a mosaic membrane, in which case the circuit
gives a realistic pictorialization of the physical origin of the membrane prop-
erties. It is hoped that our analysis will be of aid to workers in electrophysiology
who make use of equivalent circuit terminology in discussing the behavior of
the plasma membrane.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the concept of an "equivalent circuit" to represent the electrical
behavior of excitable membranes has found increasing prominence in the electro-
physiological literature. The use of this construct by Hodgkin and Huxley (1) to
describe the properties of the squid axon is particularly well known to workers in
the field. Despite, however, the interest and frequent use of equivalent circuits, there
does not seem to be in the literature a discussion of the physical implications inherent
in such a formalism. Because of this, we have been motivated to examine this question
in some detail, in particular with regard to ionic diffusion through a "homogeneous"
membrane. We shall see that such a physical system may beformally represented by
two different types of equivalent circuits, each representation describing certain
features of the actual system while failing to depict other properties. It is hoped that
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from this analysis, we shall gain more insight into the meaning of equivalent circuits
as a device for treating ionic systems.'
ANALYSIS
General. Let us consider a convection-free, homogeneous,2 uncharged mem-
brane separating two infinitely large aqueous solutions of univalent ions, both solu-
tions being continuously stirred to maintain uniform composition (Fig. 1). We further
x
Membrane
FiGuRE 1 Homogeneous membrane separating two solutions of univalent ions. The
solutions are essentially "infinite" and well stirred so that the boundary conditions
are maintained.
assume that the membrane is freely permeable to all ions and water, that water flow
can be neglected, and that the mobilities of the ions are constant; i.e., not a function
of concentration. In short, we are considering the diffusion of ions across a membrane
subject to constrained boundary conditions. Our discussion will be restricted to the
steady state, which is characterized by a constant flux, .;6, of the j'th ion at any point
in the membrane. We may now write down the fundamental flux equations of Nernst
and Planck (2, 3) for an arbitrary cation and anion subject to gradients of concen-
tration and electric potential:
ck>j = +ujcs (RTC + dx Fdx) (a)
5k- -VkC(RT-I&---- F d Ibfb-= \vbc*-(RT c dx dx! (lb)
where, u; = the "molar" mobility of the j'th cation
Vk = the "molar" mobility of the k'th anion
(Note these quantities are the conventional mobilities divided by F.)
1The present paper will serve to extend and correct the cursory treatment of "equivalent cir-
cuits" which arose in the discussion section of a recent review paper on anomalous impedance
by one of the authors (Mauro, 5; cf. p. 370).
2 By a homogeneous membrane, we mean one whose properties do not show any macroscopic
variation within any plane parallel to the membrane surface. Thus, there are no regions show-
ing special permeabilities to certain ions; this is in contrast to the mosaic membrane which we
shall discuss later.
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Cj+, Ck- = the concentration of the jth and k'th ions, respectively, at any point x in the
membrane.
= the electrical potential at any point in the membrane (with a value of 0 in the
outside solution and a value of -I in the inside solution).
R the gas constant
T = the absolute temperature
F = the Faraday constant
Subject to the boundary conditions and the condition of electroneutrality (I, c+ =
Ek Ck), these equations can be solved for c, and t as a function of x and hence for
the flux o of each ion (see Planck, 3; and Teorell, 4).3 Thus, the complete description
of the system can be carried out. It is not our purpose, however, to proceed in this
way. Instead, we shall rewrite these equations in a form which will enable us to relate
them formally to certain electrical circuits. We wish to emphasize that we are doing
this, not because such a procedure is superior to the classical Planck analysis (in fact,
as we shall see, it is less satisfactory), but because we wish to demonstrate how equiva-
lent circuit terminology evolves from the basic flux equations.
Rewriting (la) we have:
Oi+ = -uici+F( F dIni-+ d (1)
Recalling that i + is a constant throughout the membrane as a consequence of the
steady state, integration from the outside (o) to the inside (i) gives:
i+ dx RT In (c )(-i ) (2)
J.Fu,c,i= F (ci +).
Although it is only the algebraic sum of all ion flows across an element of surface
that is an electric current, we may formally consider the ion flux Fo + as an electric
current IJ + and define
+ RT (c,+),
F (ci )0
as the "Nernst EMF" of the j'th ion. Then noting that
dx
Lo F2Ujc, +
is the integral resistance R, of the j'th ion,4 or
/ fi dx
i Jo F2UC
3 The solution of these equations by the method of Planck for the case of zero current flow is
given in the appendix of the book, The Principles of Electrochemistry, by Duncan A. MacInnes
(New York, Dover Publications, Inc.).
4The integral resistance is a consequence of integrating the specific resistivity l/F'ujci of
the j'th ion as a function of x.
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the integral conductance gi of the ion, expression (2) can be rewritten in electrical
language as:
h = g(- Ej+) (3)
An identical expression can be derived from (lb) for anions, taking note of the
fact that I*- =
-Fq-, i.e. a flux of negative ions in the positive direction constitutes
a negative electric current. In this case Ek- will be given by:
RT (Ck).E =-- - In )iF (Ck)
Equation (3) is the relation describing the type of equivalent circuit popular in mem-
brane physiology (Fig. 2). (Again we emphasize that the expression for the ionic flux
0
,Fu Fv+Ic)Fuc,
RT (c1+)i RT ch RT (c0i ~ RT _c__
-In- -In- -In--I
F (c +) F (c2+) F (c1 - cF Cc)
FIGuRE 2 The "mixed equivalent circuit" for the system shown in Fig. 1. The jfth
resistance element is the integral resistance of the fth ion, while the fth EMF is the
"Nernst EMF" of the j'th ion. Note that the resistances may be voltage-dependent, but
the EMF's are constant. I = Zjlj. (Note: The Faraday constant must be squared in the
expressions for resistance appearing in this and succeeding figures. The units of resist-
ance are then consistent with those of the text.)
can be kept in the language of the flux equations without resorting to the electrical
circuit language. This has been done very comprehensively by Teorell (4); see his equa-
tion (7).) We note that the only restriction we have placed on our derivation of (3)
is that the system has attained a steady state; thus, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2
holds equally well for the free diffusion case where no current is passed through the
membrane as for the case where a constant I (established by means of a pair of
electrodes) is flowing across the membrane. This can be stated alternatively as follows:
if a constant current I is passed across the membrane, the ionic profiles within the
membrane will, in general, shift but will finally attain steady-state values. These
concentration profiles can be found by solving the system of equations (1) together
with that for electroneutrality-generally a rather tedious procedure but, neverthe-
less, possible (see Teorell, 4)-and then, by integrating, the corresponding g's are
determined. If these g's, along with the "Nernst EMF'S," which are invariant to current
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flow, since they are only functions of the ion concentrations on the two sides of the
membrane, are inserted in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2, we obtain I; for each ion
and the total membrane potential I, with, of course, Kirchhoffs law of current
IIj + zE =I I
k
always being satisfied. It should also be understood that Ii is physically determinable,
being the net amount of the j'th ion that crosses the membrane in unit time. (A double
tracer experiment, if carried out with proper precautions, is a convenient way of get-
ting Ii. In the squid axon, because of the rapidity of events, Hodgkin and Huxley (6)
had to identify "INa" and IK." by somewhat indirect means, but in principle, these
could be identified by the same means as for the artificial membrane we are con-
sidering). Thus, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2, where the g's are integral conduct-
ances of each ion species, will give for any value of current I the correct membrane
potential and the correct flux of each ion. (Of course, if the independent variable is
the membrane potential I, i.e., if we "voltage clamp" the membrane, the equivalent
circuit gives us the correct fluxes of each ion and the total current I crossing the mem-
brane.) It should be noted that we have, as yet, said nothing concerning the total
resistance of the membrane as compared to the total resistance of the equivalent
circuit; this aspect of the problem will be considered a little later below.
We can treat the flux equations (la and lb) in an alternative manner to obtain
another equivalent circuit. Summing these equations for all ion species, we obtain:
I- E Ij+ + E 1_ = FRT(dV dU\ di (
k dx dxi F dx v
where
U = £ Uac, V = VkCk
i k
Dividing through by F2(U + V) and integrating across the total membrane thickness
gives:
F= 2( U + V) + RF A (UU- V) (4)
a fundamental relationship originally derived by Planck.' Now,
L; dx
F2(U + v)
is the total integral resistance of the membrane (again, as in the case of the single
species given above, this is a consequence of integrating the specific resistivity of
the entire region as a function of x) and, hence, the first term on the right in (4) repre-
sents the IR drop across the membrane. Equation (4) then states that the total mem-
5 Note that, unlike equation (3), equation (4) is valid for all states of the system, and is not
restricted to the steady state condition.
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brane potential is made up of an IR drop plus another term which we may call the
diffusion EMF ('I'D) contribution to the total potential (when I = 0, this is the only
term). That is:
'I' = IRt.t.1 + *D (4a)
where,
Rtos 2f dx *D'RTFtd(U - V)
totalJFF'U+ v)' DFJ(U+v)
Equation (4a) represents the type of equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3. This circuit
s dx
F (U+V)
RT d(U-V)
F Jo (U+V)
FiGuRE 3 The "pure electrical equivalent circuit" for the system shown in Fig. 1.
The resistance element is the total integral resistance of the membrane, and the EMF
is the diffiusion EMF of the membrane. Note that both the resistive element and the
EMIF may be voltage-dependent. (Although not shown in the figure, it is understood
that an external current I can be flowing through the circuit as in Fig. 2).
describes all of the electrical properties of the homogeneous membrane; i.e., mem-
brane potential, resistance, and diffusion EMF as a function of the current crossing
the membrane; it gives no information, however, concerning ion fluxes.
We thus see in Figs. 2 and 3 two circuits which one may choose to draw to repre-
sent certain properties of the steady state behavior of a homogeneous membrane
across which ion movement is occurring.6 For convenience, we shall henceforth refer
to the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3 as the "pure electrical equivalent circuit," since it
pertains exclusively to all of the electrical properties of the membrane, while we shall
call the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 the "mixed equivalent circuit," as it gives some
information both about the electrical properties of the membrane and about the
ion fluxes across the membrane. With the general treatment of the flux equations
taken as far as is necessary for our immediate purposes, we now turn to two specific
cases in order to illustrate the meaning of the two circuits and to point out some para-
doxes inherent in using the mixed circuit for describing a homogeneous membrane.
Case I. The Single Salt Case. In the case being considered, the solutions
on the two sides of the membrane consist of a single salt (for example NaCl) at
concentrations ci and c0. The two equivalent circuits relating to this system are
shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Let us first consider the mixed circuit. In order to establish g
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a0
dx
f F(u+v)c
RT ( (u-v) dc
F (ui-v) c
FiGURE 4 (a) Mixed equivalent circuit for the single salt case. Note that the resist-
ances are voltage-independent. (b) Pure electrical equivalent circuit for the single
salt case. Note that both the resistance and EMF are voltage-independent.
for the anion and cation, we must turn to the flux equations and, remembering that
the condition of electroneutrality holds at any point in the membrane (namely,
c+ = c- = c) we have following Planck (3):
I+
~~dc d.
-A = -RT Fc-
u dx dx
B a-= RT-d- Fc d
v dx dx
and subtracting:
(A + B) = 2RTd- (5)
dx
Taking the membrane thickness as 5, integration of (5) gives:
(A + B) = - (ci-co)
and substituting this back into (5) and integrating between 0 and x, we get:
* (c- co) x +C. (6)
Then, accordingly we have for the integral conductances of the respective ions:
+ l J dx (F2U/6)(Ci -C.) (a
= F/fdc (F2I/)nc,-cc) (7a)
dx (F v
-C.)
J0= ,/ (7b)
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I|xdx
Fuc
RT c;
- In -
F co
b
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We note that these conductances are not functions of L (This is the well known re-
sult that, for the single salt case, the ionic profiles will not be disturbed by the passage
of current.)
If we calculate from the mixed equivalent circuit the free diffusion potential ('I'O),
by noting that
(F2U/5)(Ci -
--
R
I = g(I -iE+) = (FI /6)(c,- c) w + RTi1C;)
In c1/c0 Fc0I
I g-(* E-) =F/)Cic ( + RFIn i)
we have, since I = 0,
inc/c UI.To-F,vIo uIn-1-I+ + I- I O= F/)Ci<(w_ + Vw_o-Ful + Fv In '
and finally,
*0=RTu- v Inc'(8
F u +v (8)
which is the familiar result obtained by solving the flux equations by the conventional
methods, namely, equating (la) and (1a) and solving for *I.r-1
What is now of interest is an examination of the manner in which the free diffusion
potential, *I' -o, arises in the mixed equivalent circuit as compared to its actual
physical origin in the diffusion regime. In the latter instance, due to the difference in
mobilities of the cation and anion, an electric field is set up within the membrane
which acts on all ions, so that, at any point in the membrane, the ions diffuse as a
consequence of the gradient of their chemical potential
(RT )dc
and of the gradient of electrical potential
F doVF-ydxi
Furthermore, at any point in the membrane the cation and anion fluxes are equal and
no electric current flows in the membrane. In the mixed equivalent circuit, on the
other hand, the ionic diffusion fluxes are interpreted as real currents, the cation being
driven by 'I - E+ acting across its integral resistance and the anion being driven by
*I- E- acting across its integral resistance. Within the circuit, local currents flow
with IR drops appearing across the two resistance elements. Certainly, the physical
situation depicted by the mixed equivalent circuit is quite different from the one
actually existing. To really emphasize this point, consider the case where the cation
and anion mobilities are identical (KC1 is a good approximation for this situation).
In this case, both the direct consideration of the diffusion regime in the membrane
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and the mixed equivalent circuit give TI - = 0. But in the former case, no state of
electrification exists anywhere in the system, while in the latter, despite the fact that
'I'i-= 0, there exist internally local currents, two IR drops, and two EMF's, the
EMF's being equal to the IR drops (see Fig. 5). Thus, despite the fact that the mixed
equivalent circuit predicts the correct fluxes and membrane potential, the physical
conditions implicit in the circuit are far from those existing within the membrane.
ICO
Rk= 9 Fu c;-co
RT c;Ek=-RTIn -'
In ci
kc Fu ci-co
RT ci
* c= F Inco
FIGuRE 5 The mixed equivalent circuit, with no external current flowing through
the system, for the single salt case where the cation and anion have equal mobili-
ties (approximated by KCI). Note that although the potential across the membrane
is 0, there are internal currents, EMF'S, and IR drops.
Of course, being an "equivalent" circuit, it makes no pretense of necessarily saying
anything about the physics of the membrane process; it is just this point which must
be continually kept in mind. Note, however, that if instead of a homogeneous mem-
brane we were dealing with a mosaic membrane consisting of some regions exclusively
permeable to cations and other regions exclusively permeable to anions, the same
equivalent circuit (Fig. 4a) would be used as for the homogeneous membrane, but
in this case the "equivalent" circuit would, in fact, accurately represent the actual
physical process by which ions crossed the membrane, namely, through local cur-
rents, as indicated, flowing in each branch pertaining to the region for a given ionic
species.
Turning to the pure electrical equivalent circuit for the single salt case (Fig. 4b), we
find for free diffusion no fictitious currents as arose above in the mixed circuit; in-
deed, in this "pure" representation, the current in the circuit is zero for free diffusion;
i.e., I = 0. We simply have a diffusion EMF
g!'D_IRT d(U+- V) RT (uv)c RF lnu (9)
in series with the total membrane integral resistance (which may be evaluated with
the help of (6)):
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dx I
_8 dx 1 dx
Rtota 2= F2(u + v)(c2-cU) n (10)
(We may note that * D and Rt. al are not functions of I, which we knew a priori from
the fact that the concentration profiles do not change. We shall see shortly that, in
general, the situation is not so simple). For the case in which the anion and cation
mobilities are identical, we see from (9) that "D = 0, and the equivalent circuit is
just an ohmic resistance with no internal state of electrification, which is precisely
the situation within the diffusion regime of ions. Clearly, as far as the electrical state
of the membrane is concerned, the pure electrical equivalent circuit is a more accurate
representation than the mixed circuit.
Case I. Equal Total Concentrations ofIons on the Two Sides of the Membrane.
In this case (and for any more general situation) the ionic profiles within the mem-
brane will be, unlike the single salt case, voltage-dependent, so that a priori we should
expect the individual ionic integral conductances (g's), the total integral conductance
(1 /Rtot.1), and the diffusion EMF ('ID) to be altered by the passage of current through
the membrane. We have chosen to consider the special case of equal total concen-
trations on the two sides of the membrane rather than the general case only because,
for the former situation, it can be proved that the potential varies linearly through
the membrane; that is, there is a "constant field" within the membrane (Appendix I).
Because of this, the solution of the flux equations (la) and (lb) is considerably facili-
tated, and, hence, also the calculation of gi, Rtot.1, and 'D. This has been done in
Appendix II so that the reader may have some idea of the nature of these functions.
Even for this simple case, the expressions become rather awkward. For our purposes,
however, it is necessary only to note that these quantities are, in general, functions
of the current passed across the membrane.6
Now our remarks for Case I concerning the erroneous physical impression that
the mixed equivalent circuit conveys apply equally well to the present case and need
not be repeated. There is, however, as a consequence, of the voltage dependence of
the ionic profiles, a further discrepancy that arises. This has to do with the method
of depicting the non-linearity in the voltage-current relationship that must result
from the shift of the ionic profiles. In the mixed-equivalent circuit, the membrane
potential is artificially represented only by IR terms and constant EMF's. Thus, the
non-linear properties of the membrane are depicted as due solely to the non-linear
nature of the g's (Fig. 2). But consideration of equation (4a), in view of our remarks
6 In those cases where the total concentration of ions is the same on the two sides of the mem-
brane, but there is only one anion (or cation) involved in the system, it can be shown that
ID, the diffusion EMF, will be invariant to current flow; the special case in this class occurs
where three species are present, one ion being common, and is usually referred to as the "bi-
ionic" case.
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of the preceding paragraph, reveals that the non-linearity of the membrane potential
actually will be due, in general, not only to the non-linearity of the membrane con-
ductance (l/Rt.t.1), but also to a ohange in the basic EMF of the membrane (*D). In
other words, both the resistance and the EMF, *D, depend on the concentration
profiles, and in the relaxation of the system from one state to another they will be
time variant. The pure electrical equivalent circuit faithfully depicts this (Fig. 3),
but the mixed equivalent circuit fictitiously lumps both of these phenomena together
as time-variant conductances. On the other hand, if we were dealing with a mosaic
membrane consisting of regions of complete selectivity for individual ions, the mixed
equivalent circuit not only would give the correct values for 'I and the ionic fluxes
(which it, of course, does for the homogeneous membrane), but would also convey
an accurate physical description of the system. (In fact, the branches in the mixed
circuit would refer to local homogeneous regions.) Thus, any non-linear properties
of the mosaic membrane would be entirely due to non-linear behavior of the separate
conductances.7
Anomalous Impedance. The AC impedance characteristics associated with
a diffusion regime of ions provides an opportunity to elaborate on certain other
consequences which arise from the currents flowing in the branches of the mixed
circuit. We shall first restrict ourselves to the relaxation of the system to the steady
state at I = 0. In the mosaic membrane if the resistances have time variant properties,
a non-ohmic response will result when a small direct current is removed suddenly;
i.e., the voltage across the system will not drop to the steady-state value instan-
taneously. This, as has been explained previously (5), is due to the modulating effects
on the local resting current flowing through the branches of the "capacitive" and
"inductive" time-variant resistance elements. In this instance, the AC impedance
characteristic is strictly anomalous since the EMF'S in the system are time-invariant
and, thus, no mechanism is available for storage of electrical energy as a consequence
of current flow; i.e. the system is purely dissipative. In a homogeneous regime, the
mixed equivalent circuit, because of the (formal) local currents flowing through the
time-variant resistances, predicts a similar response to a small step of current and,
accordingly, an anomalous impedance just as in the mosaic membrane. But this
prediction is physically inadmissible, since the diffusion regime is in the state of zero
current ("free diffusion") and, thus, there is no resting current to be modulated via
the time-variant resistance-which is the essential condition for the anomalous im-
pedance effect. In the homogeneous membrane, the non-ohmic response and, thus,
the reactive component of the impedance is due exclusively to a time-variant EMF
which is related to the relaxing of ionic profiles back to the previous steady state
7 In a mosaic membrane consisting of permselective regions for individual ions, the voltage
dependence of the individual conductances would not be due to the shifting of ionic profiles,
since in each region there is only one permeant ion. The conductances, however, could change
as the result of an increase or decrease in the number of regions, or through various other
effects. Independent of the mechanism, the branched circuit would be appropriate.
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condition. (This is correctly portrayed in the pure electrical circuit by the fact that
*'D is, indeed, a time variant Emd.) Note here that the concomitant effect of relaxation
of ionic profiles on the integral resistance, which is also present, will not be revealed
in this observation, since the current has been brought to zero. As stated above and
repeated here for emphasis, the mixed equivalent circuit, as applied to the homo-
geneous regime, conceals the time-variant EMP. Finally, if a bias current were estab-
lished in the regime, a small signal sinusoidal perturbation would reveal an impedance
characteristic that would consist of two components, namely, an anomalous compo-
nent due to the time-variant resistance of the regime and the ordinary (or bona fide)
component due to the time-variant EMF.8
Fixed-Charge Membrane. As a final example of the distinction between
the mixed equivalent circuit and the pure electrical circuit, we shall show that both
of these may be used to represent a homogeneous fixed-charge membrane. The
properties of such a membrane have been extensively discussed by Teorell (4);
we shall merely recall that at the membrane interfaces exist two Donnan EMF'S
7r1 and r2, which are assumed to be invariant to current flow, i.e. the Donnan con-
ditions are invariant to current flow, while within the membrane there is a Planck-
diffusion EMIF ('Iinternal). The total membrane potential (tPtal) is the algebraic sum
of these three EMF's. Now our derivations of equations (3) and (4) would apply
equally well to the fixed-charge membrane provided we neglect the Donnan jumps"
and were just concerned with the situation existing within the membrane. Thus,
we can rewrite (3) for an arbitrary cation as:
ii = gi( internal -R ln (Ci+)ir) (11)
where the added subscript m means that the concentrations involved are those within
the membrane occurring immediately after the Donnan jumps. Being careful to
maintain our original sign convention, we can then write:
(Cj )im = ri(cj )ie (12a)
(Ci+)om = ro(cj )oe (12b)
7r1+ 72- RTn ri (12c)F ro
where the subscript e refers to the concentrations in the bulk solutions and the r's
are the Donnan ratios. Substituting (12a) and (12b) into (11), we get:
Ii = gi( internal - ln -_ ln(ci+)n )F ro F (ci+)O
8 Unfortunately, the explicit analytical solution of the non-steady state for the general case
(or even for the simplest homogeneous regime of interest, i.e. the bi-ionic case), is not avail-
able as yet, and at this time we can only proceed by approximate and heuristic considerations.
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and from (12c) and the fact that ktotal = "interna1 + (7r1 + 7r2), we have:
I = gi(total - Es) (13)
where the Ej is the "Nernst EMF" calculated from the concentrations of the j'th ion
in the external solutions. A similar relation can be derived for an arbitrary anion,
thus demonstrating that the mixed equivalent circuit, where g, is the integral con-
ductance of the j'th ion, will give the correct membrane potential and correct ion
fluxes for a fixed-charge membrane. We note that all of the subtlety of the total
potential being composed of three physically separate EMF's is completely hidden by
this equivalent circuit representation. On the other hand, the pure electrical circuit
will display this feature, being in this case a resistance in series with three EMF'S-
4"internal 7rw1 and r2 (Fig. 6).
,t/ F( dx
/ F(U+V)
70
./0 . ,
, \/_RTid (U-V)
D F ) (U+V)
RTrv =--In riI F
l- RT
-7r = F I n ro
FIGURE 6 Pure electrical equivalent circuit for the fixed-charge membrane. The
resistance and Planck diffusion EMF (4D) are voltage-dependent, but the Donnan
EMF's (X1 and r2) are constant.
DISCUSSION
As was pointed out in the previous pages, the pure electrical equivalent circuit pre-
sents all of the electrical characteristics of a homogeneous membrane, charged or
uncharged; i.e., if current is chosen as the independent variable, it predicts the mem-
brane potential, the integral resistance of the membrane, and the inherent diffusion
EMF of the system. On the other hand, it contains no information at all concerning
ionic fluxes. It is, perhaps, for this reason that the mixed equivalent circuit has re-
ceived virtually exclusive use in the electrophysiological literature. In view of this
fact and of the physical inconsistencies of this circuit to which we have drawn atten-
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tion, we feel it may be fruitful to discuss this circuit in somewhat more detail, and
it is to this that we now turn.
We have already demonstrated that both a homogeneous membrane and a mosaic
membrane can be represented by the mixed equivalent circuit to give the correct ion
fluxes and the correct membrane potential for all values of L The question that im-
mediately arises is how can one distinguish between these two physically different
kinds of membranes. The first, and perhaps most obvious, way is by measuring the
magnetic field that will arise only from the mosaic membrane, as a consequence of
the local currents. While in principle this is a valid method, in practice such a meas-
urement will be impossible if the mosaic regions are built up on a small enough scale,
for the fields will tend to cancel each other out in terms of a macroscopic measure-
ment. There do exist, however, other electrical measurements that in practice will
distinguish between the two membranes (the possibility of using these for the case of
the plasma membrane will be commented upon at the close of this discussion), and
such measurements we now wish to consider.
Conductance. Hitherto we have refrained from any remarks concerning the
relationship between the total membrane and the total mixed equivalent circuit
conductances. In dealing with ionic systems in which the ionic profiles can be shifted
as a consequence of current flow, one must be careful to specify what is meant when
speaking about the membrane conductance. Fig. 7 represents a hypothetical I versus '
I
FIGURE 7 Hypothetical steady state 1, ' plot for a membrane. If 'D is voltage-
independent; i.e., ID = IDj,_, then the slope of the chord shown in the figure is the
integral conductance of the membrane when the membrane potential is I.
plot for a membrane, where we must remember that the I and I being plotted are
steady state values. The most unambiguous conductance is the slope conductance
defined as dI/d$ at any value of I. Experimentally this can be found either by de-
termining the entire I versus ' plot of the membrane and taking the slope at the de-
sired , or, if the membrane is already at the desired I, by applying a small step
A' of voltage and measuring the steady state AI to which this gives rise, the slope
conductance then being given by (AI/A*), - .. Since we have shown that the mixed
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equivalent circuit gives the correct I and correct I;'s (hence, the correct total I) for
the membrane it is representing, it is clear that dI/ldi will be the same for both the
membrane measurement and the circuit calculation.
There exists, however, another physically significant conductance, namely, the
chord or integral conductance (Gintegral). (This, in fact, arose already in our dis-
cussion of the pure electrical equivalent circuit; i.e. GCintegral = l/Rtotal). If we as-
sume that i*D is independent of I, Gint.gr.1 is given by the slope of the line drawn
between (i'z-O,, 0) and (I, I) (Fig. 7). In other words, I times the integral resistance
(1/Gintegral) gives the IR contribution to the total membrane potential. On the
other hand if *'D is a function of I, one cannot draw the line whose slope is the chord
conductance unless the functional relationship between *'D and I is known. However,
in all circumstances, Ginte,gra1 at a given ', is determinable by a high frequency
measurement, i.e., by applying a high frequency voltage At and measuring the re-
sulting current AI or by applying a small step AI of voltage and measuring the
"instantaneous"9 AI. Then, by either method, Glnt.gr.1 = (AI1/A'),_0. It is clear
that in ionic terms for a homogeneous membrane:
dx 1/'dx (4GiIt= 1 . F2(U + V) IJ F2(E uicY+ + Evkck) (14)
i k
while for the mixed equivalent circuit, it will be given by:
(Gint)mixed = (15)
which, from our definition of the g's, may be written as:
(Gint)mized = E i/f r + I/f dc (16)i rj"2UiCi k ~~~F2VkCk:
As can be seen by inspection, in general the expression in (16) will not equal that
in (14); i.e., the integral resistance of the mixed equivalent circuit will not equal that
of the homogeneous membrane it is representing."0 Thus, we could distinguish be-
tween the homogeneous and mosaic membrane which had the identical I, *I' plots
and the identical g's at all values of I, by determining the integral conductance of
the membrane (by the high frequency measurement described above). If we are deal-
ing with a mosaic membrane, we should find that Gjnt.gr,. = D, g, while if the
membrane is homogeneous, we should find Gint gral $ D gi.
It may appear paradoxical that since the g's of the mixed equivalent circuit are
9 By instantaneous we mean a measurement in so short a period of time that the ion profiles
have not had time to undergo any rearrangement to their new steady state values.
10 An exceptional case is the single salt case where the two will be equal. This is easily shown
mathematically but is even more obviously seen physically, since this is the one case where
ionic profiles do not shift with current. Hence, the steady state values of I and I are the same
as the "instantaneous" values. The 1, I plot in this case is a straight line and, hence, integral
and slope conductances are the same constant value for all ,.
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the individual ionic integral conductances of the membrane, their sum does not in
general give the integral conductance of the same (homogeneous) membrane. The
basis for this discrepancy may be indicated by the following: In order for the indi-
vidual integral conductances to sum to the total integral conductance, they must
exist as simple parallel elements (Fig. 8a). In fact, however, the correct way of repre-
senting them is that shown in (Fig. 8b). What this representation is meant to convey
a b
FiGuRE 8 (a) Relationship of the individual ionic integral resistances in the mixed
equivalent circuit. This corresponds to equation (16) of the text. (b) Relationship of
the individual ionic integral resistances in the homogeneous membrane. This cor-
responds to equation (14) of the text.
is that at any given point in the membrane, all the ions are tied to the same potential
(4i) existing at that point. When this is realized, then it is clear why the individual
conductances do not, in general, sum to the total conductance, since, in general, the
conductance of the network in (Fig. 8a) does not equal the conductance of the net-
work in (Fig. 8b).
Potential. As a second means of distinguishing between the homogeneous
and mosaic membrane, let us turn to the potential instead of the conductance and
consider the following type of experiment. The diffusion potential across the mem-
brane is measured at I = 0. Then, a finite current is passed across the membrane
until a steady state is reached. At this time, the current is turned off and the potential
"instantaneously" appearing across the membrane is measured. In general (excluding,
of course, the single salt case), the value obtained from the mixed equivalent circuit
will be different from that derived from a direct treatment of the homogeneous
diffusion regime, as can be seen from the following specific example. Consider the
situation shown in Fig. 9, in which we have equal total concentrations and only one
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anion A-. If we assume that A- has a very small mobility and, therefore, a negligible
integral conductance (and, of course, its Nernst EMF is zero), the mixed equivalent
circuit will be given by (Fig. 9b). At I = 0, there is, of course, zero membrane poten-
tial (UNH. t Us), and the mixed equivalent circuit correctly predicts this in that
gNH. = g and ENE. = -EK. Now if high enough current is passed from left to
right, in the limit K+ will have a concentration of 0.1 N in the membrane and NH4+
a b
0 i
O.IN NH4
0.01 N K+
0.IIN A-
E RTE NH4-
f' dx
IJoCk
E - RTIn 10
-k F
FsouRE 9 (a) Homogeneous membrane separating the two solutions indicated. The
mobility of the anion A- is assumed to be approximately 0. (b) The mixed equivalent
circuit for the system depicted in Fig. 9a.
a concentration of 0.01. If the circuit is now opened, what is the situation? Across
the actual membrane, there will still be zero potential difference since, as pointed
out in footnote 6 for this case, although profiles will change with current flow the
EwF (diffusion potential) remains constant, namely zero. But from the mixed equiva-
lent circuit we should predict a value of:
O.1EK- O.O1EK 0.09 RT 0.1
t = O.1 + 0.01 011 ln 0. ; 50 mV room temperature)
This is a somewhat extreme example, but it illustrates the point, which is the follow-
ing: if the g's are known at a steady state value of I, and the circuit is now opened,
the "instantaneous" value of the membrane potential predicted by the mixed equiva-
lent circuit will not, in general, be that seen across the membrane if this is homoge-
neous. It will, of course, predict the correct value for the mosaic-type membrane.
A corollary is that the mixed equivalent circuit cannot be used to predict correctly
non-steady state electrical properties of a homogeneous regime.
We can summarize our remarks in the previous pages with the following obser-
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vation. Summing (3) over all species, we have:
1 E giEi
'I' = I + i (Mixed equivalent circuit) (17)
i i
On the other hand:
= IRt.t0l + "D (Pure electrical equivalent circuit) (4a)
Now while both (17) and (4a) give the same steady state ', I characteristic for the
homogeneous membrane they are representing, there is not (with the exception of
the single salt case) a term for term correspondence between these two equations.
That is, the resistance of the mixed equivalent circuit is not the integral resistance
(Rt.t.1) of the homogeneous membrane it is representing, nor is the second term in
(17) the diffusion EMF (ID) of the membrane. As a matter of fact, the two terms in (17)
have no relevance to any directly measurable electrical property of the homogeneous
membrane; they are two formal quantities that add together to give for any value of
current, I, the correct steady state membrane potential, '.
The Plasma Membrane. We shall conclude this paper with a few remarks
concerning the "equivalent circuit" of the plasma membrane. As has been alluded
to previously, the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is of the type generally used to represent the
cell membrane, in particular the excitable cell membrane of nerve and muscle. (Actu-
ally, this circuit is not quite complete, for in order to apply to the plasma membrane,
Fig. 2 should include a capacitance in parallel with the other branches (1).) Since,
as we have shown, this circuit is applicable in some respects both to a homogeneous
and mosaic membrane, we should like to know if the measurements in the Discussion
section can be used to decide in which category the cell membrane belongs. The
answer is that in principle they can, but that there are several technical problems
which make these measurements quite difficult.
Assuming that gNs, gK, etc. have been accurately determined (which in itself poses
theoretical problems because of the indirect means by which these must be obtained
in the biological system (6)) there is the difficulty of obtaining Gintegra1l (If we could
determine this last quantity, then we could decide between the homogeneous and
mosaic membrane depending on whether Gintegral 5 E, g, or Gi,nt*gral = Ei gi
(see page 229).) We recall that Gintegral is given by the "instantaneous" value of
AI/A*. But, because of the thinness of the plasma membrane, the relaxation of the
ionic profiles is so rapid that in practice this quantity is difficult to obtain. Thus, for
example, the "instantaneous" measurement of conductance performed by Hodgkin
and Huxley (7) is, in reality, a steady state measurement as far as ionic profiles are
concerned. We think it worthwhile, however, to alert investigators to the fact that
the determination of Gint gr., could prove to be a significant datum. Finally, we may
note that, because of the capacitance associated with the plasma membrane, the
potential measurement discussed on page 230 will not be useful, since the potential
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appearing "instantaneously" across the membrane when the current is abruptly
brought to zero will always be the same value as just prior to the removal of the current.
APPENDIX I
We shall prove that for a homogeneous fixed-charge membrane separating two solutions of
equal total concentration of univalent electrolytes, the potential within the membrane in
the steady state will be a linear function of x ("constant field").
Since the concentrations on the two sides are equal, the Donnan potentials cancel each
other, and we are only concerned with the concentrations and potential following the
Donnan "jumps." Our notation will be essentially that used by Teorell (4). (The same
notation is followed as in the text.) Writing the flux equations (la) and (lb) in slightly
different form, we have:
qi+ = -ui(RTdI+ Fci + do= -u,A
~~Uik~dCxdxl
k = - Vk(RTd - FCk d) = VkBk
and letting A = Ei Ai and B = Sk Bk we obtain:
A= RT-+dc Fc+ d-p (la)
dx dx
B=RTdc- - c- dF- (l b)dx dx
where c+ = F1ci+ and c- = EkCk- at any point x.
Introducing the condition of electric neutrality:
c + X =c
where coX is the concentration of fixed-charge, and adding (la) and (lb), we obtain:
(A + B) = RT d (2c + coX) FcoX (2)dx ~~~~dx
Integrating from x = 0 (, = 0) to x = a (i6 = ') and remembering that c, + = ca+, we get:
(A + B)5 = -FwkX* (3)
Integrating (2) from x = 0 (, = 0) to x = x (J/ = st'), we find:
c = 2 - a +Co+ (4)
Subtracting (lb) from (la) we have:
(A-B) = RT d ) + F(c+ + cj)do = F(2c+ +cowX) d (5)
and substituting (4) into (5) and rearranging we have:
(A -B) dx - F_ F RTT x + F(2co+ + woX) (6)dip RT RT5
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We wish to solve (6) for (A - B). For notational convenience let:
F,Xx
RT
RT6
y = F(2c.+ + wX)
Changing variables by writing:
v=ac +,Bx+ y (7)
differentiation leads to:
dv + A dx (8)
and comparing (7) and (8) with (6) we can write:
dx v B 1 dv -
d4 A - B V d4e
and rearranging we have finally:
dvdi 9
a + v/(A-B)dI (9)
The integration of (9) will be between v = y and v = ao1 + 36 + y. In order to perform
this integration, we must exclude for the time being the particular value:
(A - B) = 'Y-:(10)
a
since for this value of (A - B), a + (v/(A - B) becomes infinite at v = y. Remembering
this restriction, integration of (9) gives:
o(A- B) +ao*+ 2+ty_ _
_-
na(A - B) + y A - B
and since c3T2 + 2326 = 0, we obtain:
A=° (11)
Since, however, 0 and T can assume any finite value we choose, relation (11) is absurd. But
equation (11) results from any value of (A - B), except that which is given in (10). This must
mean that the value of (A - B) which we excluded, (10), was the correct value; i.e.:
(A - B) = -Y - ±(2c + + xX)
a a20
Introducing this into (6) and rearranging we get:
[LRT\(0 6 ) + 2c6+ x (2c/+ + XX) (12)
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By inspection, the solution of (12) is:
*x w(13)
i.e., the potential is a linear function of x. We may note that the only restriction in our
derivation was that a steady state exists. Thus, the result is valid with finite current flowing
across the membrane.
APPENDIX II
We wish to determine the steady state values of g,, R,o,.1 and k D for the case of a homoge-
neous uncharged membrane separating two solutions of equal total concentration of uni-
valent electrolytes. In order to do this, we must calculate the ionic proffles within the mem-
brane; i.e., we must obtain an expression for the concentration of each ion as a function
of x. Once this is accomplished, the evaluation of the desired quantities is merely a matter
of integration.
We start with the flux equation for an arbitrary cation:
Oi+ = -ui RT dx + Fci d(1)dx d
Since the concentrations on the two sides of the membrane are equal, d41/dx is a constant
(Appendix I). If we take the membrane thickness as 5 and let 0t'= 0 at x = 0 and 6 =-'I
at x = 5, then d4/dx = -4r/8 and (1) becomes:
+ dc
f
qS+ = -RTu, -i + Fuic + (2)dx
Integrating (2) from x = 0 [ci + = (c +)] to x = a [c, + = (c, +)j] we get:"1
+ F%l (c; ), - (ci+)je-(T3)
Integrating (2) from x = 0 to x = x we obtain:
+ F_'ruj(cj )o - &,j+(1 - e (P/R T) (X/8))
FCFuje (FPW/R T) (1/8)
Substituting (3) into (4) gives:
= 1);- e('s)e - -ee(PFI/RT)(X/))
e-(Pi/R T) (/a)
Letting,
F 4/R T -(P/R T)(W/)
tx e e
11 approach we have taken to solve the flux equations is essentially the same as that fol-
lowed by Hodgkin and Katz (8). We wish to emphasize, however, that this method is valid
only for the case when the total concentration on both sides of the membrane is the same. It is
only then that a "constant field" exists within the membrane. In the Hodgkin and Katz paper,
the electric field was assumed constant; this will in general not be correct. For the general (and
always correct) method of solving the flux equations, see Planck (3) and Teorell (9).
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equation (5) can be written in a more condensed form:
c + =
-c;)i -(c1)+ (t,- 1) + (cs ), (6a)
An analogous treatment starting with the flux equation for an anion gives:
= [(cA;)i -(Ck )J(l. + MZ(ck-)O (6b)
With- (6a) and (6b) we can now directly calculate all of the relevant quantities of the two
types of equivalent circuits:
g. + =ui_uF3W (C - Cf dx! F2 ,c .RT8 (1 - §) In [(cj )j t/(cj)°] (7a)
g_kI=1 _ VkFS (ck ).t- (ck )(
fgk Fvc,7 R T6 (1 - In [(Ck-)o/(Ck-)i]
dx RTS (1-s)
Rtotal J F2(U + V) F3I b-
(Ui + V.) + (U. + V,) - \lb- 4ac
- In
~~~~~~~~~~~~~(8)t(U. + V.) + (U. + Vi) + cb2 a
~RTjd(U- V) _ RT b
D FJ(UU+ V) F N/b-2-4~ac
0ui + V.) + (U. + Vi)- Alb2 4ac
.In o7 n~ (9){(Ui + V.) + (U. + Vi) + N-~-~a
where,
Uo = Uj(Cj,)o; Ui = E Uj(cj )i; Vo vk(ck)o; Vi = V(Ckij j k k
a =(VO- Vi); b = (UO + V)- t(Ui + VO); c = t(Ui- UO)
We note from these expressions that, in general, g2, R,.,, , and wD are voltage dependent.
It is interesting, however, that for the special case where there is only one anion (or cation)
in the system, then, since V. = V. = V, equation (9) becomes:
D=RT InU,+ v
F U.+ V
for all . That is,*D is independent of voltage, which we asserted in footnote 6.
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